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Essai (French: ‘test’, ‘attempt’, ‘trial’, ‘tryout’)

Lucy Algar
The vanishing line
These drawings enable me to understand the space
that an actor occupies, their absence/presence and
the structure of the body underneath the costume.
Drawing is the process that gives me the ingredients I
need to design. If I didn’t keep feeding this stock of
drawings then I wouldn’t be able to create new work. I
wouldn’t feel that I had the stockpile of ideas and
ingredients to refer to. I have drawn in this
unselfconscious, intuitive way since I was about 15.
My mother died 25 years ago and one of my closest
memories of her is a drawing I did of her in the
garden. I was looking at her when I was doing it. It is
all about thinking through looking. Sometimes I have a
camera with me, but I get frustrated with it because I
need to get the scene in my head, I need to stop, look
and absorb it.
Drawing is a way of exploring and understanding, a
way of thinking about the body from the ground up,
the skeleton and beyond. I’ve been studying and
drawing the body for years, but my recent teaching
brought me right back to the importance of these
drawings and made me want to draw performing
bodies again. Quite often I think artists go back to a

familiar process and for me drawing is that process. It
is at the core, the centre of my work. On their own
these drawings are nothing specifically: all of them
together are about my continued learning and understanding of space. These drawings are all about the
line that vanishes, about capturing the lines of moving
bodies.
The first four brush and ink drawings are
from when I drew Shobana Jeyasingh’s company 16
years ago. Ink is more viscous than watercolour. I
find ink and brush really sympathetic to drawing the
moving body because it allows me a swiftness
of line and gesture. Watercolour comes and goes a
bit more than ink. It’s about finding the right
medium. Charcoal is a very forgiving medium
because you can smudge and rub it out. With ink
you have to be a little bit more practised – and
decisive. That decision-making can only come
through practice because you are putting down a
line very swiftly. I am looking all the time I am doing
it. My own conscious thought cannot be allowed to
interrupt that line in the same way that the moving
person can’t allow anything to interrupt their
process.
Drawings five and six are in charcoal. They were
drawn earlier this year in Sasha Roubicek’s classes at
the London Contemporary Dance School.
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Drawing 1

When I look at that, I remember how it felt
to draw it. It shows the strength of the back to me.
It physically shows the sense of gravity falling. When
I am drawing them I am very much aware of gravity
and the forces within the body. This drawing
gives me a strong downward sense: the squatting
down, the power in the back, how the ankles
would feel; the Achilles tendon would be very taut
in this position. There is a sense of the top of the
head right down through the spine. I’m not a
dancer, but I think through my practice I am just
very aware.

In talking about it, I’m thinking it through a bit too
much. When I’m drawing too much conscious thought
ruins it. The same goes for dance: that is why you have
to continually practise your own movement as a
dancer. In my case I have to continually draw, because
the more you do it the freer it becomes, the more
instinctive the marks I make on the paper, and the
stronger they become. It is a question of conscious
thought interrupting the flow of the line, the flow of a
movement that I am trying to avoid. Fluidity is a
keyword for both practitioners and it doesn’t come if
you don’t practise enough.
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Drawing 2

This drawing is very much about the line that
vanishes. The other one was a much stiller pose; this
one is all about movement, velocity, speed, but also
the sense of what the body is doing. There is still
gravity, but it is at speed. It is the shaping of speed. I
can’t deny that when I’m looking at it I am completely
aware of the musculature of the body and what that
torso would feel like, what the shoulder feels like. I
don’t ever touch any of these dancers but I am very
aware of the shape and this is not through being an
anatomist, these aren’t about my knowing every single
muscle, but an awareness of tension.

DM: Does the word kinaesthetic mean anything to
you? Both you and the dancer are engaged
kinaesthetically – both of you are moving together.
LA: Yes, those links are really, really strong. With
my movement I also have to warm up. The initial
drawings are never really there. It is about warming
up to get to that fluidity and that generosity of line
without self-consciousness. You feel much more
grounded and confident in yourself to perform as
movement artist or visual artist.
DM: Do you know of the discovery of Mirror
Neurons? When you see a movement, you will map
the same movement in the movement part of your
cortex as the mover you are observing. You join in

the same cortical activity as the mover and do this
through movement rather than language. You go
straight from one movement to another kind of
movement when your hand moves a pen or
charcoal across a page.
LA: It is very direct. Sometimes I can’t even look at
the page, I am looking so directly at the performer
when I am putting the line down, without taking
my eye off the performer. And if I do take my eye
of the performer then I lose the line.
DM: Your consciousness is always with the moving
person and not of you moving the pen.
LA: My consciousness has to stay with what I am
drawing. It also relates to drawing still objects: if I
keep looking down to the drawing I lose it. Again
it all comes back to practice, through doing it. In
any of these art forms it is the doing of it, getting
on with it.

I am interested in the broader educational aspect of
this kind of practical learning. When I am teaching
doctors and drama students how to draw I want to
take care that I am teaching in the right way. I have
been particularly fascinated by my sessions
with drama students and how drawing appears to
open up their ideas. Enabling collaboration
through means other than words is really interesting
for me.
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Drawing 3

The original of this is in two colours, put on with
big thick brushes. I put this drawing in particularly
because of my osteopath friend Lola Phillips. She
particularly enjoyed this one because she knew
exactly what the body was doing in this. The stretch
that is suggested by this line here: she wanted to use
that to talk to her students about what happens to
the body when it does what it does. I don’t know
what that movement is called, but I know that the
head is turning, and one arm is going back. I was

fascinated that for her these drawings became useful
as teaching aids.
DM: This comes back to the question of kinaesthetic awareness. You have a feeling for the moving
body because you join in those movements in your
movement across the page. It would be very
different of you were not moving your pen or brush
but were talking. You get the sense, the feel of the
movement through your own very directed activity.
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Drawing 4

I like this one. The first three drawings have been
comparatively curvy, sensuous lines, whereas this is
more angular. There’s a clear sense of weight, and
speed. I can look at the shoulders and know how they
feel. It may come a lot from listening to my mum who
was a physiotherapist talking about the body, her
comments on my posture as a teenager. This is an
acknowledgement that the body does sometimes do
that. My response is to make straight rather than
curved lines, but within that I am still thinking how the
muscles are working and that leg is turned that way,
and that one is open over there, even if this is a two-

dimensional drawing, I’m thinking of depth. This is
again the thinking of a costume designer who crosses
between two and three dimensions. It’s a 2-D image
but I see it in 3-D. If I do an architectural drawing the
instinct to chop it up and use it as a model is really
strong. That’s what theatre design is all about. You
might very quickly move on from your initial drawings
to a model, especially if you are working with
someone who doesn’t see that 2-D image in that 3D way that I and other theatre designers might. As a
collaborator you’ve got to enable your collaborators
to see the space.
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Drawing 5

These last two are quite similar drawings. They
were moving very fast and I was trying to move with
them. The central part of this drawing is one leg
moving forward and one moving back. Sometimes I
have to put all the lines on the same page because I
literally don’t have enough time to change the page.
Otherwise I start losing the connection between my
eye and the moving body. . . I enter into the spirit of
that class. I stay with it. I don’t step out of the space,
both the head space and the physical space, to make
these drawings happen. It is about intention and
gesture. Here I’ve written ‘go with the gesture’. It is
about going with. About believing that my hand
through practice will have ‘purpose, integrity,
strength’. If I lose concentration halfway through the
move the line disintegrates. That became 100% evident
when I was working in Sasha’s class where I was
following their movements before they vanished, and if
I did that horrible flicker of conscious thought in the

midst of my movement it would vanish, disintegrate.
The lines in this one are not disintegrating; it is about
having the courage of your conviction to go with it.
Sasha talked about the ribs being like hands
wrapping around the dancer like fingers. I just
captured those words as she spoke them at that
time. I thought they were so beautiful. I had this
sensation of wrapped-round-ness. I understood what
she was saying. But it is for me like a shape in space
that has vanished because they’ve moved on, and I’ve
captured that shape in space before it vanishes again.
She uses the word ‘draw’ quite a lot. Draw breath,
draw the knee up. I love that.
DM: Once again, an example for your kinaesthetic
sympathy which is what happens in the class, your
kinaesthetic participation in the activity.
LA: It’s funny; I don’t think that I’ve ever talked
about these drawings to anyone, hardly ever.
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Drawing 6

This is about the line that vanishes. In that line there is
a whole body – the arm, through the torso, down into
the leg. It did carry on into the foot. I was really
desperate to get a line that could capture her line. Her
exterior line, not the interior line of her body. I can
see her in the space. I was desperate to capture this

line. But they were very fast movements. It was lovely
to be part of that.
(This essai was edited from conversations between Lucy Algar and Dick McCaw in the summer of
2012)

